MISSION STATEMENT
Our mission is to design lighter and more practical equipment for every
environment. Our personal experiences involving continued operations in
multiple theaters have led to our basic foundation - ounces equal pounds
and lighter warriors are faster warriors. We constantly strive to provide
our warriors with the most effective and
efficient gear possible.
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STEP 1. Insert TAB on top of PALS

STEP 2. Bend TAB to insert lower
securement to bottom of PALS.

STEP 3. Flatten TAB to secure pouch to
PALS

STEP 4. Repeat for all tabs on back of
pouch.

M AT B O C K TA B S
MATBOCK TABs are the latest innovation to replace
conventional MOLLE straps for attachment to PALS. The TABs provide a
secure attachment with less weight and and are featured on most
MATBOCK products.
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TARSIER ECLIPSE™

The Tarsier Eclipse™ is the most advanced
night vision goggle (NVG) accessory on the
market. Allowing the operator to see objects
from 3” to infinity at the same time without
loss of clarity, the Tarsier Eclipse™ incorporates a smooth action optical iris that can be
adjusted quickly depending on
ambient light.
Additionally, the Tarsier Eclipse™ offers a
high-quality Corning Glass sacrificial lens
that is easily replaced without tools. The
sacrificial lens protects your NVG lenses
from dust, dirt, and scratches-preventing
expensive repairs and downtime.
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SACRIFICIAL LENS
MB-TE-001

KIT | TARSIER ECLIPSE

Thousands of Night Vision Goggle (NVG) lenses
become scratched during combat operations, causing
loss of equipment and expensive repairs. The
sacrificial lens on the Tarsier Eclipse is made from
high strength Corning Glass and will prevent
unnecessary repairs and losses in equipment. No
tools are required for replacement of the sacrificial
lens. Simply pop out the old lens with your fingers
and insert the new one.

KIT: CONTAINS 2X TARSIER ECLIPSES,
1X CLEANING KIT, 1X SPARE SACRIFICIAL LENS.
PN# 880021-NAVAIR:
QTY 2: AN/PVS6 || AN/PVS-7 || AN/PVS-7B/D || ANVIS-9 || AN/
PVS-14 || NEPVS-14 || AN/PVS-23 (F5050YG) || DTNVG || DTNVS
|| BNVD 1531
QTY 1: CLEANING KIT WITH SACRIFICIAL LENS
PN# 880021-GROUND:
QTY 2: AN/PVS-15 || AN/PVS-18 || AN/PVS-31 BNVD II
MUM-14 || GPNVG
QTY 1: CLEANING KIT WITH SACRIFICIAL LENS

CLEANING KIT
490014
The Tarsier Eclipse cleaning kits Includes a Sacrificial
Lens, lube, and 2 x cleaning brushes. Inside the
cleaning kit there are detailed instructions on
cleaning your Tarsier Eclipse.

SINGLE | TARSIER ECLIPSE
INDIVIDUAL: CONTAINS 1X TARSIER ECLIPSE.
PN# 88021-1:
AN/PVS6 || AN/PVS-7 || AN/PVS-7B/D || ANVIS-9 || AN/PVS-14
|| NEPVS-14 || AN/PVS-23 (F5050YG) || DTNVG || DTNVS || BNVD
1531
PN# 88021-2:
AN/PVS-15 || AN/PVS-18 || AN/PVS-31 BNVD II MUM-14 || GPNVG
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LIGHTWEIGHT AND
DURABLE GEAR FOR
ANY CONDITION.
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GRAVEROBBER
ASSAULT MEDIC
MB-GRAM-MC
NSN: 6545-01-691-8890
Designed for initial medical care in the field, the kit
comes with 3 pouches mounted to the removable
skeleton frame, shoulder straps, a multifunction
panel and a flip-down drug card panel.The pack can
also be mounted to any external frame system.
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GRAVEROBBER ASSAULT MEDIC INSERT W/
POUCHES AND SHOULDER STRAPS
MB-GRAMIP-MC/BK
A skeleton med-pouch designed to be removed from
the GRAM if needed. It has padded shoulder straps
or can be clipped to your carrier. This custom panel
offers versitility in a multiple casualty situation by
having the ability to split your medical gear
into two packs. Includes 3 of the Grave Robber
Assault Pouches.

GRAVEROBBER ASSAULT MEDIC POUCH
GRAVEROBBER ASSAULT MEDIC KIT
MB-GRAM-MC/BK
Designed for initial medical care in the field, the kit
comes with 3 pouches mounted to the removable
skeleton frame, shoulder straps, a multifunction panel
and a flip-down drug card panel. The pack can also be
mounted to any external frame system.
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MB-GRAMP-MC/BK
Designed as a part of the Graverobber Assault Medic
Bag attaches to the skeleton of the medical insert
frame. This bag has a standard zipper closure, but
also a magnetic closure to quickly open and close
your bag during medical emergencies.
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GRAVEROBBER SUSTAINMENT POUCH
MB-GRSP-MC/BK

GRAVEROBBER SUSTAINMENT KIT WITH
FRAME

The multi-purpose pouch features multiple options
for storing equipment. The pouch is lined with hook
Velcro on the back and sized perfectly for the
sustainment bag. Clear front material allows for
visibility of pouch contents.
Dimensions: 12” L x 5” W x 3.5” H

MB-GRSF-MC/Bk
The Graverobber Sustainment Kit is a joint CRO
Medical and MATBOCK project to bring a prolonged
field care pack to the operational medic. It features
the Sustainment bag, 4 sustainment pouches,
4 sustainment panels, and the Grave Robber Drug Box.

GRAVEROBBER SUSTAINMENT PANEL
MB-GRSPA-MC/BK
The multi-purpose panel features laser cut ghost
material backed with carbon fiber for rigidity.
Four sets of bungee and multiple laser cuts allow the
operator the ability to mount equipment needed
quickly without having to open a pouch. The back is
lined with hook Velcro for mounting and sized
perfectly for the sustainment bag.

GRAVEROBBER SUSTAINMENT DRUG BOX
MB-GRSDB-MC/BK
The Graverobber Drug box is hardened and padded
for storage for up to 10 small and medium sized drug
vials for operational use. It is designed to mount in
the top of the sustainment bag for easy access of
drugs. The bottom of the box is lined with hook Velcro
for easy mounting into any system.
Dimensions: 8.25”L x 3” W x 1.5” H

Dimensions: 12” L x 4.5” W

GRAVEROBBER TECHNICAL MOUNTAIN
RUCK WITH FRAME
MB-GRTMF-MC/BK
The Technical Mountain Ruck is a combination of the
Graverobber Assault Medic (GRAM) kit and the Grave
Robber Sustainment Kit. The GRAM zips to the outside
of the sustainment bag to give the medic everything
that they may need for both assault and prolonged
medical operations.
*Does not include poles and straps*
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GRAVEROBBER KILAGRAM KIT
MB-KILA-MC/BK
The Graverobber Kilagram Kit provides a full scope of
essential storage to address all your medical needs in
the field. The bag is kitted with the GRAM pouch and
an extra flat pouch to hold a blood storage container.
The pack can be worn with the provided backpack
straps or attached to any external frame system.

GRAVEROBBER KILAGRAM FLAT POUCH
MB-KILAFP-MC/BK
The Graverobber Kilagram Flat Pouch packs down
small and light when not in use. It has MOLLE straps
on the backside for attachment into the KILAGRAM or
any other pack. It has wide opening for accessing a
blood storage container or any medical gear.

GRAVEROBBER KILAGRAM TECH RUCK
MB-GRTM-KILA-MC/BK

GRAVEROBBER KILAGRAM KIT
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The Kilagram Tech Ruck is a combination of the Kilagram Kit and the Graverobber Sustainment Kit. The
GRAM zips to the outside of the sustainment bag to
give the medic everything that they may need for both
assault and prolonged medical operations.
*Does not include poles and straps*
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GRAVEROBBER SURGICAL DRUG ROLL
MB-GRDR-MC/BK

GRAVEROBBER SURGICAL FULL KIT
MB-GRKF-MC/BK

The drug roll features 5 small pouches on the sides
and 1 large main pouch in the middle. The large main
pouch has organizational system integrated for
different sizes of medications. The back of the bag
is lined with hook Velcro to attach to the inside of a
medical pack. The front of the bag has elastic loops
for sharps and sharps containers.

Lightweight ruck designed to carry surgical medical
equipment for expeditionary and operational professionals. Available both with and without frame.
The kit includes:
- Ventilation Pouch
- Drug Roll
- IV Pouch
- Multifunction Pouch

GRAVEROBBER SURGICAL IV POUCH
MB-GRIV-MC/BK
Designed to hold a 500ml IV bag, tubing and other
accessories needed for field IV use, the pouch keeps
everything neatly organized and can be hung by the
strap for instant use.

GRAVEROBBER SURGICAL VENTILATOR
POUCH
MB-GRVENT-MC
Graverobber Vent Pouch from MATBOCK is designed
to hold and provide a workspace for the SAVe and
SAVe 2 ventilator. The pouch holds the ventilator on
the front flap of the pouch which folds down via Velcro
and cord. This configuration allows access to all ports
and buttons. The back of the pouch is lined with hook
Velcro for attachment into a medical pack.
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GRAVEROBBER SURGICAL MULTIFUNCTION
POUCH
MB-GRMFP-MC/BK
The multifunction pouch is a an attachment for use
with the Graverobber Medical Pack. Designed for
durability in rough climates, the pouches can hold all
the essentials you need in a life saving situation. With
almost limitless possibilities, you can have multiple
pouches attached to your Graverobber kit.
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GRAVEROBBER HIPSTER
MB-GRHIP-MC/BK
The Graverobber Hipster provides plenty of space
for all medical kit. It has a moveable spacer panel to
organize your medical equipment as needed. Mounted
on a belt, it has MOLLE on the outside for tourniquet
placement and a fully accessible lid that won’t fight
you when you need gear.

GRAVEROBBER MED PANEL KIT

GRAVEROBBER MICRO MED BAG
MB-GRMICRO-MC/BK
The Graverobber Micro is the smallest bag in the
Graverobber series. It has Velcro on the outside to
be able to be attached to the back of a car seat or a
larger bag. Once opened, the bag expands offering
multiple pockets made with our clear Ghost Lite for
easy inventory and sight of medical supplies. It also
has a removeable fold down pouch allowing the user
to hand off supplies.

MB-GRMPKIT-MC/BK
The Graverobber Med Panel is a large folding med
panel that can be separated into two pieces and was
designed to hang in vehicles. It consists of six small
pouches, two medium pouches and two large pouches
for optimal organization of medical gear. All pouches
feature our clear Ghost front panels for quick and
easy inventory of supplies.
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S-LIFT
AMTC-C1207-FG
At 6.5 feet long, the stretcher is long enough to
accommodate all operators and has a maximum
carrying capacity of 400 lbs for both the operator and
his/her gear. The stretcher has 5 handles per side
to give each team a multitude of configurations for
carrying a downed man. When paired with the Combat
Carbon Poles (sold separately), you have the lightest
semi-rigid expedient medical litter/stretcher
available.
S-Lift without poles 14 oz
S-Lift with poles
3.5 lbs

J-LIFT
K13320-OD
The Jungle LIFT (J-LIFT) is made from Ultra High-Density Polyethylene. This material will not absorb water,
biological or chemical hazards and can handle
decontamination without degradation to its strength
and abrasion resistance. Additionally, the stretcher is
constructed with Kevlar stitching, ensuring the
stitching wont absorb those hazards. The litter can
also double as a hammock.
Weight: 12 oz w/ carrier

R-LIFT
AMTC-K1272-OD

LIFT SYSTEMS
Originally developed in 2012, the LIFT (Lightweight
Integrated Field Transport) system continues to be the
standard in innovative medical transport gear. All litters in
the LIFT series are easily deployable, highly functional and
the lightest on the market.
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The R-LIFT is a fully rigid litter that deploys in
seconds. It boasts a maximum load carrying
capacity of 400 lbs. The litter is constructed from Ultra
High-Density Polyethylene, offering extremely high
abrasion resistance and strength. It has the inability to
absorb blood, pathogens, chemical or biological
hazards. The R-LIFT is constructed entirely with
Kevlar webbing and thread to prevent corrosion and
allow full decontamination.
Weight: 6lbs w/o pack
6.5lbs w/ pack
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R-LIFT BACKCOUNTRY
R1207-OR
The R-LIFT Backcountry is a fully rigid litter that
deploys in seconds. It boasts a maximum load
carrying capacity of 400 lbs. The litter is constructed from Ultra High-Density Polyethylene, offering
extremely high abrasion resistance and strength. It
has the inability to absorb blood, pathogens, chemical
or biological hazards. The backcountry is constructed
with orange Ghost material for higher visibility, and
with Kevlar webbing and thread to prevent corrosion
and allow full decontamination.
Weight: 5.5lbs w/o pack
6lbs w/ pack

COBRA DRAG AND HOIST SLED
MB-COBRA
The Cobra Sled is the lightest and most compact
hoistable evacuation stretcher on the market. It
utilizes our Ghost Heavy material allowing easy
decontamination, increased strength and increased
durability. Not only can it be dragged, it also has
carrying handles to be carried or to be used with our
combat carbon fiber poles. The cobra sled includes all
straps to be hoisted horizontally and vertically, or any
angle in between.
Weight: 8lbs

COBRA
DRAG &
HOIST
SLED
mb-cobra
NSN: 3920-01-694-6803
The COBRA drag, carry and hoist sled is the
lightest and smallest hoistable evacuation
stretcher on the market today. It is easy to
assemble and includes the
following features:
Total Weight: 8 lbs
Carrying Capacity: 600 lbs
Decontamination Ready: Ultra High
Molecular Weight Polyethylene Material,
Kevlar Stitching, Kevlar Webbing.
All straps integrated, included and
configured for both vertical and
horizontal lift.
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LIFT LADDER
490050
The LIFT Ladder is a set of rungs designed to be used
in conjunction with the combat carbon poles to
create a 7.5 ft fully rigid ladder. Made from kevlar and
spectra cord, it is designed to resist saltwater and sun
corrosion. Once assembled with the poles It has a 400
pound carrying capacity for both scaling and bridging
operations. The lift ladder can be removed quickly
during a medical emergency to use the poles for any
of our stretchers in the LIFT System. The LIFT ladder
folds up compactly and can be stored in its own carrying case when not in use. (Carrying Case and poles
sold separately)
Weight: 2.3lbs w/o poles
4.9lbs w/ poles

COMBAT CARBON POLES
800990
These collapsible combat carbon poles are easily
integrated with MATBOCK’s LIFT system. Weighing
just 1.3 lbs a piece, having a max carrying capacity of
400 lbs, and are designed to collapse small enough
to be worn on the back of any plate carrier or inside a
pack. These poles shed weight without compromising
capability for transporting casualties.
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REAPER HUNT

BERSERKER V3

PLATE
CARRIERS
MATBOCK plate carriers are designed to solve critical
issues for operators in the field. Using our Ghost
material, these carriers are tough, extremely
lightweight, heat transferring, and do not
absorb water.

RHODESIAN
32
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BERSERKER V3

NEW 2022*

MB-BSKRV3-SAPI-(MC/BK)/(S/M/L/XL)
MB-BSKRV3-SWIM-(MC/BK)/ (S/M/L/XL)
The Berserker carrier weighs only 14 oz and includes
dual comms pouches, side armor plate pockets, and
shoulder pads with a reinforced drag handle. Also
sold with this carrier is a 3 mag insert and a zipper
insert for the kangaroo pouch. 4-way stretch material
around the front and back armor pockets allows for a
variety of plate cuts including swimmer and ESAPI.

COLORS: MC/BK
NSN: 8470-01-686-0378

SHIFT PLATE CARRIER

NEW 2022*

RHODESIAN
MB-RD-MC/BK
Simple and lightweight, the MATBOCK Berserker
Rhodesian vest offers incredible weight savings and
will not absorb water. This carrier offers dual radio
pouches and heat transfering capabilities to keep the
operator cooler. This Rhodesian offers three different
heights for the front panel, accomodating a variety of
pouches or to be as minimalist as possible.

COLORS: MC/BK

MB-SHIFT-(MC/BK)/ (S/M/L)
The Shift plate carrier is a variant of the
Berserker that can accomodate taller plates from
Velocity Systems.

COLORS: MC/BK
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REAPER HUNT CARRIER
H1091-MC
The one-size-fits-all design and easy manipulation
of adjustable straps make it the perfect fit no matter
how many layers you need to keep you warm on your
hunt. Padded shoulder straps ensure for a comfortable carry of all your hunting requirements and the
low profile design prevents any interference from
your bow or rifle. Choose from an array of pouches to
mount seamlessly with our patent pending TABS.
Weight - 6.8 oz
COLORS: MC

REAPER HUNT KIT
K1356-MC
Designed for the hunting enthusiast in partnership
with the late renowned hunter Ron Bellam from the
hit TV series Survive the Hunt by Reaper Outdoors, this
kit includes the following: Rhodesian style chest rig;
main hunt pouch with integrated hand warmer; large
multi-purpose pouch; small multi-purpose pouch;
shear pouch; Thermacell pouch and dip can pouch.
Total Weight: 1.6 lbs

COLORS: MC

REAPER HUNT MAIN POUCH
V1174-MC
The Main Hunt Pouch is the centerpiece of the Reaper
Hunt Kit. It contains a large central pouch with a zipper and silent toggle closure to hold your calls, extra
ammunition, snacks, gloves and just about anything
else you might need for your hunt. Additionally, the
pouch has a waterproof hand warmer feature that
is a true game changer, keeping your hands warm in
the worstconditions. The hand warmer can be zipped
shut and stowed to ensure it’s ready when you
need it.
Weight: 11.4 oz
COLORS: MC
36
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SHEAR POUCH
P1534-MC

LARGE MULTIPURPOSE POUCH
P1537-MC/BK
Made from Ghost Light material, this extremely useful
pouch is large enough to stuff your puffy layer into,
ensuring it stays dry for when you need it. It also
contains elastic strapping to help keep smaller items
organized within the pouch. It mounts easily to the
carrier via the MATBOCK TABS.
Size: 9.2” L x 7” W x 2.5” D
Weight: 3 oz

NSN: 8465-01-686-0376

SMALL MULTIPURPOSE POUCH

Designed to carry pruning shears to help you set up
your blind during the hunt. The pouch is made of our
Ghost Light material. It contains an internal protective
cover to go over the sharp point of the shears, as well
as an easy-grab single pull strap that brings your
shears halfway out of the pouch for quick removal. Attaches to the Reaper Hunting Carrier via the MATBOCK
TABS on the back.
Size: 9” L x 2.25” W x 1.5” D
Weight: 1.2 oz

DIP POUCH
P1536-MC
Need some help passing the time in the deer stand?
The Dip Can Pouch has you covered. Designed to fit
one can of dip perfectly, it has a zipper closure to keep
the can safe and a toggle closure for when you need
to stay quiet.
Size: 2.875” L x 2.875” W x 1” D
Weight: 0.6 oz

P1535-MC/BK
Made from MATBOCK Ghost Light material, this
extremely useful pouch is perfect for a set of binos
and some gloves. It mounts easily to the carrier via
the MATBOCK TABS.
Size: 6” L x 6.25” W x 2.25” D
Weight: 1.8 oz

NSN: 8465-01-686-0375

THERMACELL POUCH
P1533-MC
Designed to fit your Thermacell Mosquito Repellent,
this extremely lightweight pouch ensures the most
important part of your gear, besides your rifle, is right
where you need it for the hunt.
Size: 8.75” L x 3” W x 2” D
Weight: 0.8 oz
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POUCHES

MATBOCK single and dual purpose pouches are extremely
lightweight and made with simplicity and quality in mind.
Many are backed by carbon fiber to add rigidity in the right
areas without compromising weight and efficiency.
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MULTICALIBER COMBO MAG

TRIPLE MAG KANGAROO POUCH

MB-MCCP-MC/BK

P1519-MC/BK

The Multi-Caliber combo pouch combines the rifle and
pistol pouches together.

The pouch is designed to hold 3 x 30 round 5.56mm
magazines, side-by-side. Specifically designed to be
mounted to MOLLE or worn on an operator’s belt.
Weight: 2.3 oz (59.5 grams)

COLORS: MC/BK
COLORS: MC/BK
NSN: 8465-01-686-0356

MULTICALIBER RIFLE MAG POUCH

DOUBLE STACK MAG POUCH

MB-MCR-MC/BK

P1516-MC/BK

The Multi-Caliber Rifle Pouch is designed to accept
any size magazine from one or two 5.56, one 7.62, or
one .308. Lightweight, MATBOCK Tabs on back and
integrated belt loop are just a few of the additional
features that make this the most versatile rifle mag
pouch.

This pouch is designed to hold 2 x 30 round 5.56mm
magazines. The magazines can be secured in place
with the bungee retention lanyard.
Weight: 0.8 oz

COLORS: MC/BK
COLORS: MC/BK

MULTICALIBER PISTOL MAG
MB-MCP-MC/BK
The Multi-Caliber Pistol Pouch is designed to accept
any size magazine from from 9mm, 40 cal. to 45 cal.
Lightweight, MATBOCK Tabs on back and integrated
belt loop are just a few of the additional features that
make this the most versatile pistol mag pouch.

COLORS: MC/BK
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SINGLE MAG POUCH
P1515-MC/BK
The pouch is designed to hold 1 x 30 round 5.56mm
magazines.
Weight: 0.2oz
COLORS: MC/BK
NSN: 8465-01-686-0371
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MULTIPURPOSE POUCH
P1520-MC/BK
The multipurpose pouch is designed to hold anything
from detcord to NVGs. Specifically designed to be
mounted to MOLLE or worn on an operator’s belt.
Weight: 2.3oz

COLORS: MC/BK
NSN: 8465-01-686-0372

BACKDRAFT MEDPACK
P1514-MC/BK
The Backdraft mounts on the back of the plate carrier
via MATBOCK Ghost Tabs and is split into 2 separate
removable pouches that are held in place via Velcro.
With a pull of the tab you can quickly remove a pouch
from your back for immediate access to your medical
gear without needing to remove your pack.
Dimensions: 10” x 4” x 3”
Weight: 8 oz

ADMIN POUCH
P1517-MC/BK
Gives you the ability to hold all of your administrative
needs during critical missions.

COLORS: MC/BK

BACKDRAFT MEDPACK | LAW ENFORCEMENT
P1514-BK MOD

COLORS: MC/BK
NSN: 8465-01-686-0368

The law enforcement backdraft has two added features to meet the needs of law enforcement. The first
os loop velcro across the top of the bag to velcro on an
identifier. The second is a hook and loop strap on top
to hold a soft stretcher.

COLORS: BK
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BAGS
Operator requirements in a variety of scenarios are the
forefront of the innovation applied to our line of bags.
From medical rescue to jump packs, you will see why
these series of MATBOCK products are our best sellers.
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HIVE COMMUNICATION BAG
MB-HIVE-MC/BK
Lightweight communication pack for PRC-152, VDL,
SADL and HHL-16 communications equipment. This
pack is designed to hold a radio, hub, battery gear
and all cables for effective communications during
military operations. The pack is water resistant and
transfers the heat of the radios for more effective
cooling. The HIVE also contains 12 water-seal ports
for communication wires and antennas.

COLORS: MC/BK

ONE DAY ASSAULT
P1550-MC/BK

CABLE MANAGEMENT BOX
MB-CAB-MC/BK
The cable management box is designed to keep
communications gear, cables and other accessories
systematically organized and accessible until needed.
This semi-rigid bag with internal adjustable stowage
loops keep gear protected and well organized. The
bag can unfold completely flat to give full access to all
equipment without needing to dig through the pack.
Weight: 1.4lbs
Size: 20”x10”x5”

The main pouch is designed to hold a PRC-117G radio
and has a small admin pouch. The top of the main
pouch features two ports with a waterproof seal for
cables or antennas, that can be closed when not
in use. The shoulder yoke system is adjustable to
accommodate different sized operators. Side pouches
are large enough to hold a standard Nalgene water
bottle and compression straps and bungee closures
at the top. The upper pouch contains a secondary
bag stored inside that can be deployed to double its
capacity. This secondary pouch can also be unzipped
and used seperately from the main bag.
Capacity: 18L
COLORS: MC/BK

COLORS: MC/BK
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KIBISIS 2 DAY ASSAULT BAG NEW 2022*
MB-2DAY-MC/BK
The Kibisis is named after the bag that Perseus
carried Medusa’s head in. Modeled after the One Day
Assault this bag adds five liters in capacity. Another
improvement is a large deep pouch capable of holding
a fully loaded helmet. The upper pouch holds a small
pack that can be deployed and secured to the bottom
of the bag with fastex. This pack also has a shoulder
strap and when unzipped from the main bag can be
used as a standalone pack when needed.
Capacity: 23L
COLORS: MC/BK

SCEPTER HEAVY JUMP PACK
MB-JAPH-MC/BK
This jumpable pack was designed from the original
scepter but required to hold more gear and a variety
of weapons to include the HK416, MK46, MK48, and
LAW rocket. The Scepter Jump Heavy Assault Pack is
specifically reinforced and designed for jump operations. All strapping is either continuous or connected
in the backing of the pack to include the two connection loops meant for attachment to the parachute
itself via release lines. Additionally, the system has a
1-pull release for a primary weapon system. The pack
also allows integration with the S&S Precision
jump board across the back via webbing and Velcro.
* Bag only does not include rifle and accessories.
COLORS: MC/BK
NSN: 6530-01-680-8619
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KIBISIS 2 DAY
ASSAULT BAG
51

SCEPTER JUMP ASSAULT PACK

SHOOTERS REST BAG

MB-JAP-MC/BK

MB-SREST-MC/BK

A variant of the 1-Day Assault Pack, the Scepter Jump
Assault Pack is specifically reinforced and designed
for jump operations. All strapping is either continuous
or connected in the backing of the pack to include the
two connection loops meant for attachment to the
parachute itself via release lines. Additionally, the
system has a 1-pull release for a primary weapon
system. The pack also allows integration with the S&S
Precision jump board across the back via webbing
and Velcro.

This multi-purpose bag was designed to provide a
stable shooting platform for helicopter operations but
also serves as the perfect range bag. On the outside of
the bag there are five multi-caliber magazine pouches
and two dump pouches on both ends for empty
magazines. The height of the bag can easily be
adjusted by simply unzipping the outer zipper to allow
more room for storage and stuffing to get a stable
shooting platform.
Weight: 2lbs

COLORS: MC/BK
NSN: 8465-01-683-9569
COLORS: MC/BK

MOUNTAIN RESCUE
MB-RESCUE-MC/BK
Lightweight backpack for carrying essential rescue
equipment (equipment and rope not included). Two
pouches for 150 ft (47M) of rope that are completely
separate from bag for rope control. Two edge protectors included. The removable yoke system can be
paired with load-rated belt to create sit harness or
chest harness. Yoke reinforced with 3,000 lbs tubular
nylon and load rated buckles.

EMERGENCY MEDICAL AVIATOR BAG
MB-EMAB-MC/BK
The Emergency Medical Aviator Bag (EMAB) was
developed in coordination with the aviation community
to meet specific operational requirements. Utilizing
Ghost material, the lightweight bag protects the contents from aircraft fluid damage.

COLORS: MC/BK

COLORS: MC/BK
NSN: 6530-01-680-8619
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MARITIME
GEAR
MATBOCK has always had a strong presence in waterproof
gear. We have always taken into account the need for the
maritime operator to remain lightweight, efficient and
ready for battle.

RAIDER FRONT POUCH
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RAIDER FRONT POUCH

NEW 2022*

MB-OTBF-MC
Designed to simplify over the beach (OTB) and
maritime operations, this pouch is a waterproof
version of the front of your plate carrier that easily
attaches to any plate carrier. Once unzipped you will
have access to your magazines and gear without
having to deal with sand and water. This pouch can
also take the place of a bulky waterproof pack.

RAIDER SIDE POUCH
MB-OTBP-MC

The side pouch was designed to MOLLE onto your
cumberbund for quick access to gear and equipment
that is sensitive to water and sand. This pouch size
is perfect for NVGs, grenades, breach charges and
ammunition.

SIZE: 12”x10”x2”
WEIGHT: 13 OUNCES
2x MOLLE TABS AND ZIPPER PANEL

SIZE: 6”x6”x4.5”
WEIGHT: 4.8 OUNCES
4x MOLLE TABS

COLORS: MC

COLORS: MC

RAIDER BACK POUCH

NEW 2022*

NEW 2022*

MB-OTBR-MC
This pouch MOLLEs onto the back of any plate
carrier offering the ability to waterproof any extra
gear or equipment you might need for your operation.
It can also mount to the GRAM insert and be worn as a
removable pack.
SIZE: 12”x11.5”x2”
WEIGHT: 13 OUNCES
4x MOLLE TABS AND ZIPPER PANEL

RAIDER RIFLE BAG		

MB-OTBRB-MC
COLORS: MC

NEW 2022*

Our rifle bag was designed to carry a variety of weapons during OTB and maritime operations. The lightweight and waterproof material can easily be folded
and stowed in your cargo pocket when not in use.
SIZE: 35”L x 14.5”W x 3”H
WEIGHT: 9 ounces
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GRAVEROBBER ASSAULT WATERPROOF
MB-GRAW-MC
Modeled off of the extremely successful and
functional Graverobber Assault Medic bag. Medical
supplies is not something you want to risk getting wet,
especially during waterborne operations. The pack is
diveable to 150ft and is reinforced for jumping
operations.This bag also includes 2x sustainment
pouches and 1x sustainanment panels.
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GRAVEROBBER HIPSTER WATERPROOF

BENCH LADDER STRETCHER | BLS

MB-HIPW-MC

MB-BLS

Modeled after the Hipster but in a waterproof design
that is diveable to 150ft. Featuring adjustable spacers
to keep your medical gear organized.

The Bench Ladder Stretcher (BLS) designed for Wing
and Zodiac inflatable boats. The BLS is sold as a pair
(bottom and upper sections) and designed to deploy
as a unit. For the inflatables, it sits across the side
tubes and can be secured to the floor allowing operators to sit facing forward during movement. When
reaching the landing site or ship to be boarded, the
sections can be attached together to create a 12 ft
ladder with integrated shepherds hooks and offset
ladder rungs. In the case of a casualty the ladder can
be seperated and used as a stretcher.
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MR DRY BAG 2.0 SMALL

MR DRY BAG 2.0 MEDIUM

MRDRY-S-BK /MC/WG

MRDRY-S-BK /MC/WG

Whether you’re conducting water or land operations,
the MR. Dry 2.0 is the perfect solution. Able to utilize
an external frame system and any internal pack; the
MR. Dry 2.0 turns your standard backpack into a waterproof pack with minimal weight and instant access
to your entire loadout. This design also means no
more cacheing your dry bag or stuffing it back inside
your pack.

Medium: 4700 cu in, 78 L. Sized for 5-day packs.

Small: 3400 cu in, 55 L. Sized for 3-day packs.

MR DRY BAG 2.0 LARGE
MRDRY-S-BK /MC/GR

Large: 7450 cu in, 122 L. Sized for expedition style
large packs.
NSN: 8465-01-672-4063
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TACTICAL BELTS
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SOTERIA BELT
MB-SOT-(MC/BK /CY)/(S/M/L /XL)

The ultimate operators belt has arrived. The Soteria
belt gives the operator total kit flexibility for any kind
of operation on land, air and sea. It features an overbelt design with a removable stiffened MOLLE cage
allowing you to change out your kit in 30 seconds and
ready for the next envronment. The belt also features
MATBOCK’s Ghost material underbelt for comfort.
When coupled with the Soteria Leg Loops and Lanyard, the belt is hoist ready. Sold in XL, L, M and S.
Soteria Full Belt Kit includes leg loops.
SOTERIA BELT / MB-SOT-(MC/BK/CY)
SOTERIA FULL BELT KIT (W/ LEG LOOPS)
/ MB-SOTK-(MC/BK/CY)

SOTERIA CAGE

HAALO BELT
MB-HAALO-(MC/BK /CY)
Helicopter/Air/Assault/Lanyard/Operations HAALO
Belt is an over-belt design with a stiffened removable
MOLLE cage for attaching gear. It features a 20” static
lanyard that retracts into the belt keeping it out of the
way but accessible during operations. The lanyard is
made of Sentry environmental and cut resistant
webbing, rated for a dynamic 3600 lb load. The inner
belt is made from MATBOCK’s Ghost material for
superior strength and comfort.The end of the
lanyard is equipped with a 2 stage carabiner for
secure attachment.
HAALO BELT:

MB-CAGE
The next level of belt kit innovation. The Soteria cage
is a hardened MOLLE cage adapter that attaches to
the Soteria Belt, allowing the operator to customize
multiple cages enabling them to quickly change to a
different operational requirement. When the situation changes, simply slide that cage off the belt and
replace it with a new cage containing the proper gear
needed.
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FULL KIT (MB-HAALOK-(MC/BK/CY):

SOTERIA LANYARD STATIC

HAALO/SOTERIA BELT LEG LOOPS

MB-SSL-BK

MB-SLL-MC

The Soteria Static Lanyard is resistant to corrosion
from sun and salt water as well as cuts and a
bbrasions. Made with Sentry webbing and Kevlar
thread. Drop tested and certified to withstand a
3,600 lb dynamic load.

When you need a full sit harness capability, the
HAALO/SOTERIA leg loops can easily be pulled out of
a pouch or cargo pocket and quickly attached to any
load rated belt. This modular system means no longer
wearing a full sit harness hours at a time.

Static Lanyard length: 30.5”
weight: 10 oz

Weight: 10.4 oz
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TEAM WENDY HELMET SKINS
TEAM WENDY SKINS fit the following models:
- Team Wendy Exfil Ballistic size 1/2
- Team Wendy Exfil LTP size 1/2
- Team Wendy Exfil Carbon size 1/2
- Team Wendy Exfil SL Mandible
- Team Wendy Exfil SL ballistic Size 2
COLORS: MC/BK

PELTOR SKINS
3M PELTOR COMTAC III Series Headsets
COLORS: MC/BK

MATBOCK SKINS
The Patent Pending MATBOCK Skins are multi-layer
adhesive/fabric laminate, designed to give the user the ability
to camouflage any surface desired. The Skins are waterproof
and oil resistant, can be reused multiple times and are
certified Near IR Compliant. These Skins are designed and
laser cut specifically for the following gear.

PVS-31 SKIN W/ BATTERY BOX
COLORS: MC/BK
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OPS CORE HELMET SKINS
OPS CORE SKINS fit the following models:
- Ops Core FAST MT Super High Cut size (M/L/XL)
- Ops Core FAST XP High Cut size ( M/L/XL)
- Ops Core Sentry XP Mid Cut size (M,L,XL,XXL)
- Ops Core ACH Low Cut Size (S/M/L/XL)
- Ops Core ECH Low Cut Size (S/M/L/XL)
- Ops Core FAST Bump High Cut Size (M/L/XL)
- Ops Core LBH (M/L/XL)
- Ops Core FAST SF Super High Cut Size (M/L/XL/XXL)
- Ops Core FTHS Ground Ballistic Size (M/L/XL/XXL)
- Ops Core FTHS Ground Bump Size (M/L/XL/XXL)
- Ops Core FAST Low Profile Ballistic Applique Size (M/L/XL/XXL)
- Ops Core FAST

COLORS: MC/BK

FIN SKINS
- Scuba Pro NOVA Fin Skin (M/L/XL)
- Scuba Pro Go Sport Fins Size (M/L/XL)
- Scuba Pro Jet Fin Skin (M/L/XL )

ACCESSORIES

COLORS: MC
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STRAP CLAWS
MB-CLAW

ACQUIRE READ DEPLOY | ARD
MB-ARD
The Acquire Read Deploy (ARD) is a compact weapon sight for 40mm weapon systems and the Carl
Gustaf Recoilless Rifle. It calculates the round used,
reads the angle of the weapon, displays the range the
projectile will hit and records your last three shots.
It uses a CR123 lithium ion battery and attaches via a
Picatinny Rail.
NSN: 1240-01-690-4551

The Strap Claw attache to MOLLE on the front of the
plate carrier and holds the backpack straps for the
operator without the need for a chest strap. This
gives the operator the ability to shoot from the shoulder without having ruck shoulder straps in thee way.
It also allows for a speedy removal of the pack with a
quick flick of the wrist. Each set of 2 comes as Black
with MultiCam skins.

SKEETER PATCH KIT
MB-SKEETER-USA /DOTS

MULTIPLE WEAPON AIMING DEVICE | MWAD
MB-MWAD

**AVAILABLE SUMMER 2022**

The MATBOCK MWAD is a multi platform capable
ballistic computer that provides the user the ballistic solution for Indirect Fire Weapons Systems. The
MWAD provides real time information as well as full
integration with a TAK plugin. When enabled, the TAK
plugin will provide accurate wind data (when integrated with a Kestrel 5500 wind meter), Indirect Fire
Targeting, and the ability to adjust menu functionality
on an end user device (EUD). The system is compatable with 40mm, 60mm, 50cal, and various other
Crew Served Weapon platforms.

The skeeter patch kit creates a bubble of protection
against mosquitos, ticks and chiggers. The inside of
each patch contains is a super absorbent anti-microbial lining for deet or any other anti-bug spray. The
absorbent liner will hold the bug spray for hours to
prevent insects from bothering you while keeping
harmful chemicals off your body.

TREE GO IZLID ULTRA MOLLE/VELCRO
MB-IZLIDULTRA-MC/BK

Specifically designed by JTACs to carry the IZLID
ULTRA laser designator when not attached to a
weapon. Simple, lightweight design ensures your
IZLID remains securely stowed when not in use. The
pouch can be attached via MOLLE or Velcro.

COLORS: MC/BK
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WORKOUT BAG
MB-WORKOUT

TRAVEL LINE
MATBOCK CFA DUFFLE

Workout clothes smell bad, especially after being in
your luggage for a few days. This bag is designed to
keep your dirty and smelly clothes seperate from your
clean clothes. Easily fits 2 sets of shorts, shirts and
socks with room to spare and packs up small and light
when not in use.

NEW 2022*

MB-CFAD-OD/MC/BK
Made with our ghost heavy material it is truly ripstop
and puncture resistant that is able to carry a multitude of gear.
Weight: 1.9 lbs
Dimensions: 39L

COLORS: OD GREEN

TOILETRY BAG

Dimensions: 13.5” x 10.5” x 3.5”
Weight: 1 oz
COLORS: OD GREEN

COSMETIC BAG
MB-COSMETIC
The cosmetic bag is the perfect solution. It contains
everything in one simple (but large) bag that is easy
to clean, doesn’t absorb or facilitate bacterial growth
and is made strong and tough just like you. Waterproof and odor proof material. Water resistant zipper.
Kevlar Stitching.
Dimensions: 9.5” x 8” x 2.5”
Weight: 1 oz

MB-TOILETRY
Made of Ghost Heavy Material, the toiletry bag is
light, strong and won’t absorb anything. No bactria,
no exploded 5-in-1 shampoo, carwash, dishwasher,
laundry, face wash or toothpaste bottles, or anything
else you keep in your toiletry bag. Waterproof and
odor-proof material.

COLORS: OD GREEN

ALL PURPOSE BAG
MB-LAUNDRY

Dimensions: 8” x 4” x 4”
Weight: 1 oz

Who doesn’t need a durable, lightweight, watertight
bag to hold dirty laundry, groceries, beach supplies,
ski boots or anything else your adventures might require. Packs up super small and holds everything you
need. Waterproof and odor-proof material.

COLORS: OD GREEN

Dimensions: 15” x 15” x 8.5”
COLORS: OD GREEN

SNEAKER BAG
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MB-SNEAKER

TRAVEL KIT

Running shoes and hiking boots smell bad. This bag
keeps the smell, mud, and dirt from contaminating
the rest of your luggage. Large enough for big feet
and midsize hiking boots but small when not in use.
Waterproof and odor-proof material.

MB-TRAVEL-K

Dimensions: 15” x 8” x 4”
Weight: 1.5 oz

KIT INCLUDES:
- TOILETRY
- SNEAKER
- WORKOUT
- COSMETIC
- ALL PURPOSE

COLORS: OD GREEN

NSN: 8456-01-691-3270
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DOG LIFT
MB-DLIFT-OD
This dog stretcher allows for quick K9 evacuation
with the ability to sling over your shoulder or hoist.
Decontamination ready. Comes with MultiCam pouch
with belt loops.

COLORS: OD GREEN

KODIAK RELEASABLE DOG LEASH
MB-DLEASH-MC

K-9 GEAR
We are passionate about all warriors, humans and
our beloved K-9s. With the needs of handlers and
the safety of our fur missiles in mind, we launched
the MATBOCK K-9 line.
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A 43” dog leash made from MILSPEC MultiCam
webbing and stitched with KEVLAR thread to maximize durability and resist salt water & sun corrosion.
The KRD leash has an ergonomically designed quick
release buckle which allows the handler to release
the dog from the end of the leash vice unclasping the
leash at the collar. The leash features a quick
disconnect that can be girth hitched to your belt. It
also comes with a standard clasp for securing your
dog when a release is not required. The KRD leash
also doubles as a sling to be used with the MATBOCK
Dog Litter allowing the handler to carry out an injured
dog or even the added ability to hoist.

COLORS: MC
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NOTES
T H A N K YO U !
The entire MATBOCK team is grateful for our customers,
distributors, partners, and those who have enabled us to
provide American-made equipment for military and civilian
use. We are committed to game-changing innovations, new
products designed to meet customer requirements, and a
dedication to quality.

C O N TAC T U S T O D AY
544 Central Drive Suite 110
Virginia Beach, VA 23454
Phone: 833-462-8262
For any questions email us at:
orders@matbock.com / sales@matbock.com
Connect with us!
Instagram & Facebook : @matbock
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544 Central Drive Suite 110
Virginia Beach, VA 23454
Phone: 833-462-8262
For any questions email us at:
sales@matbock.com
Connect with us!
Instagram & Facebook : @matbock

